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At 1,300 feet in length, 200 feet across, drawing nearly 48 feet of water, with a deadweight capacity of 200,000 tons, and capable of carrying 20,000 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), she is one of ...
Lessons From the Ship That Nearly Destroyed 12 Percent of World Trade
Killing your content marketing may sound crazy but will be one of the wisest and most valuable business decisions you made ...
Why killing your content marketing makes the most sense
When you think of ice skating, you think of a few things: the cold, the skates, and the machine named Zamboni.
Laying Ice: Inside the Legendary Legacy of the Zamboni Machine
Book World Capital' and 'Geolab' - laboratory of Innovation and technology are launching an open competition 'Interactive Books' for people ...
‘World Book Capital’ and ‘Geolab’ Launch Open Competition ‘Interactive Books’
New Samsung Galaxy Book laptops reshape the PC for mobile-first consumers, bringing together next-generation connectivity, ultra-portable design, and elevated performance The new Samsung Galaxy Book, ...
A New Way to PC: Introducing the Samsung Galaxy Book, Galaxy Book Pro, and Galaxy Book Pro 360
For the private sector, Bain & Company has created a concept called Engine 1/Engine 2 to describe this dynamic ... so it helped to launch EYElliance, a multi-sector coalition designed to identify ...
Twin Engines for Propelling Social Impact
America's Abrams tank might have trouble with modern German, Russian, Korea, or Chinese tanks. However, the Abrams is still, overall, the finest. Back in the 1990s I recall reading Tom Clancy’s loving ...
Why the U.S. Army’s M1 Abrams Tank Still Reigns Supreme (So Far)
NASCAR has followed a similar formula of using a four-speed manual gearbox and a live rear axle in the Cup series since its inception. That all changes with the reveal of its Next Gen car. The ...
NASCAR's Next Gen Cup Car Is a Revolution in a Sport Built on Evolution
Modernization of the U.S. Marine Corps aerial refueler and transport fleet has reached a milestone with the retirement of the service’s last ‘legacy’ Hercules, a KC-130T. The Marines flew the ‘legacy’ ...
The Marine Corps Just Said Goodbye To Its Last Legacy C-130 Hercules Transport Plane
Responding to feedback from the synth community, Moog Music has launched the Moog Sound Studio – an all-in-one package that includes "all the equipment, cables, accessories and educational tools ...
Moog gives sonic adventurers an all-in-one creativity powerhouse
As our nation begins to slowly but surely emerge from the pandemic, with the numbers of those infected as well as those dying or those hospitalized dropping to levels about a tenth of what they were ...
Leading In A Pandemic: CEOs Discuss How They Helped; What They Learned
I wrote in this column about “why Cloud was a risky business.” Times have changed. And they have changed for the better.
5 Things CIOs Need To Consider When Moving To The Cloud
A year after the global pandemic nearly zeroed out Class 8 truck orders, the reopening of the economy is stressing supply chains, making it unlikely that any of April's ...
April Class 8 Truck Orders: Too Much Of A Good Thing?
An entrepreneur who has been utilising these efficient ways to build various brands profitably generating millions in revenue is Danny Buck, founder of BrandBuildr. Buck’s first foray into the ...
Meet Danny Buck: Entrepreneur Building A New Efficient Model For Launching Direct To Consumer Brands
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 7, 2021, 8:00 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorWelcome to American Equity Investment Life Holding ...
American Equity Investment Life Holding Co (AEL) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
April 8, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Kimberton Whole Foods, an independent, family-owned community market in the Greater Philadelphia Area today announced a partnership with Shelf Engine to reduce in ...
Kimberton Whole Foods Increases Sales by 42 Percent with Shelf Engine AI
Q1 2021 Earnings Call May 4, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ET Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for standing by. Welcome to LivePerson's First Quarter 2021 Earnings Conference Call. My name is Matt, ...
Liveperson Inc (LPSN) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
KRISTIANSAND, Norway – DCN Diving has awarded Siem Offshore a 40-firm day contract for the multi-purpose service vessel Siem Dorado for work in the North Sea. The vessel has started its mobilization ...
Siem vessels book work in the North Sea, Gulf of Mexico
In his thoughtful consideration of the e-book, contributor William Terdoslavich ... HUMAN brings to this collective its Human Verification Engine, which protects digital media, APIs and apps ...
Actionable value from e-books, martech subway map: Friday’s daily brief
Not only can you book ... engine: Hopper Best international flight search engine: Momondo Best European flight search engine: Skyscanner Best search engine for flight packages: Kayak Best multi ...
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